Cross-Department Crossing Thresholds
Agenda for Module 1 - Career Goalsetting and Planning

Day 1
Gather at 0915 for a prompt 0930 start

Morning
Welcome, practicalities and introductions
Programme aims, values and structure
Your personal narrative
Visualising your ideal career
1st draft career goal statement
4 tips to help you think about what you want
Demonstrating the tips

Afternoon
2nd draft career goal statement
Introducing mentoring
Working in Peer Groups
Outline of day 2
We will aim to finish by 1630

Day 2
Gather at 0915 for a prompt 0930 start

Morning
Overnight reflections
Refining career goals
Assessing your current situation
Identifying strategic milestones
Peer input

Afternoon
Grad panel
Allocating Hot Topics
Hot Topic planning in Peer Groups
Introducing shadowing
Next steps and review of the module
We will aim to finish by 1630